Abstract
Introduction
Algorithms for various on-line operations have been developed, analyzed, and implemented in actual arithmetic units over the past two decades. These include algorithms for various arithmetic operations, such as addition [ 5 ] , multiplication [ l l] , and division [ l l] . A design methodology is presented in [6] , and a tutorial overview is given in [5] .
These algorithms assume operations in real number systems. However, complex number computations also have imporantant roles in various signal processing and scientific applications such as complex orthogonal transformations, convolutions, correlations, and filtering [4] . Recent papers have demonstrated the emergence of on-line algorithms for complex number arithmetic. In [7] , the computability of complex addition by an on-line finite state automaton is demonstrated. In [9] , various on-line operators for complex arithmetic assuming radix 2 and a borrow-save encoding of the digits are presented. In this paper, algorithms for various complex number operations are presented, assuming a redundant complex number system (RCNS), which is presented next.
Redundant Complex Number System
A RCNS, as proposed in [2] , is a radix-(rj) system, in which digits are in the set {-pl . . . , 0 , . . . p } , where r 2 2 and [r2/21 5 p 5 r2 -1. This allows a unified representation of the real and imaginary components.
Redundancy is essential in on-line operations, since in conventional number systems, the most significant digits of the result cannot be determined until all operand digits have been inputed and any carries have been allowed to propagate fully. Redundancy is achieved by using a signeddigit number representation [3] . The redundancy factor I t ' in a RCNS is: ARCNS withr = 2, p = 2, and hence I< = 5 is adopted, since, for multiplication, producing vector multiples 22 and -22 is merely a matter of left shifting the vector z appropriately. This has an advantage over the digit set where p = 3, which has to consider multiples 32 and -32, and has to incorporate an extra addition stage to add f 2 2 and fz.
The actual representation of digits will be done using an extension of borrow-save encoding [lo] . Using this encoding, the value of a digit zk=(x;,, , xi,,) is:
Conversion from a sign-magnitude representation consisting of a sign bit s and two binary digits: ( y k ,~, y l~,~) to a radix-(2j) digit of weight ( 2 j ) -k using borrow-save encoding: (zi,ll z;,,, z t o , x ; ,~) has to consider four cases of k : Assuming fractional operands, the value of a number X = ( 2 1 , . . . , z m ) , is:
Alternatively, X can be considered as having radix (-4) real and imaginary components, X,. and X i , respectively, where:
and X = X , + j X i .
Basic operations
The basic operations for complex on-line algorithms include (1) complex addition; (2) complex vector by digit multiplication; and (3) shifting by 2J, which will be described next.
Complex Addition
A radix (2j) on-line adder can be constructed as a modification of the radix-2 on-line adder presented in 
Complex Vector by Digit Multiplication
Vector by digit multiplication for radix (2;) is de- 
Shifting by 2j
Shifting a vector (multiplying) by 2j for radix (2;) is defined such that to compute 2 = (2j)X, for each digit of 
Complex On-line Algorithms
In this section, on-line algorithms for complex number arithmetic are presented, along with their on-line delay. The on-linedelay of an operation is defined as the number 6 such that the kth result digit is produced after 6 + k digits of an input are available.
The algorithms consider inputs X and Y , and output 2, 
Complex On-line Multiplication
We want to compute Z = X Y . At the kth step: The algorithm for complex on-line multiplication is shown below:
Algorithm COLMUL
The implementation consists of appropriate registers to store X and Y and append digits x k and YE, vector-by-digit multipliers for computing Xk YI, and YI, -I Xk, and a borrowsave adder to add Xkyk, Y k x k , and W k -1 . The design is shown in Figure 4 . The cost and delay of each module for general m-digit precision is shown in Table 2 . 
Complex On-line Division
We want to compute 2 = X/Y. At the kth step:
Result e
I .f
Letting Q k be the scaled partial quotient at step k:
Letting ,zk be the kth computed quotient digit, then the kth residual is:
The residual recurrence is:
The algorithm for complex on-line division is shown below:
Step 2.
[Recurrence] zo = 0; Zo = 0; WO = X o ; fork = 1, ..., mdo: and a lookup table to compute z k . The design is shown in Figure 5 . 
Evaluation
The proposed designs (Prop) were compared to the conventional (Conv) approach consisting of a network of real on-line operators. In the conventional approach, the real and imaginary components are computed according to the equations in Table 2 , assuming X = ( a + b j ) , Y = (c+ d j ) , and 2 = (e + fj), where Z=XopY. The implementations were mapped onto Altera 10K-20 FPGA's [ 11 and measured for cost in terms of the number of logic cells, and critical delay, as shown in Table 3 , assuming a total precision of 8 digits (4 for the real component, 4 for the imaginary component).
For multiplication, two conventional approaches were considered, including the standard four-multiplications and two additions (4M2A) approach, and the threemultiplications and five additions (3M5A) approach presented in [12] . For division, four real on-line multipliers, two real on-line dividers, two square units, and three real on-line adders were used. 
Conclusion
On-line algorithms were presented for complex number arithmetic using a redundant complex number system (RCNS) to represent complex numbers as a single number. Implementations were compared to a network of real on-line adders, to demonstrate a significant reduction in cost and in delay.
Such algorithms can be further developed for other operations such as complex square-root, complex square, and composite algorithms can be designed for actual applications involving complex numbers, such as the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT), recursive digit filters, and various other applications.
